REPLICATING NATURE.
The new Motion 13 hearing aids from Signia. The versatile solution for a natural sounding own voice and direct streaming.
The new Motion 13.

Whether having a nice chat over a coffee, playing in the garden with your grandchildren or just sitting on the balcony listening to the birds sing, Motion™ 13 from Signia lets you enjoy the most natural sound experience and superior audio streaming from your TV and smartphone.

A tailor-made hearing experience
Motion 13 offers a variety of fitting and handling options to perfectly meet your wishes and requirements. This way, your hearing care professional can customize your personal hearing solution.

High level of wearing comfort
As a behind-the-ear, or BTE model, the small Motion 13 sits snuggly and discreetly behind your ear. Its ergonomic shape makes it extra comfortable to wear.

For all levels of hearing loss
Motion 13 and its powerful cousin Motion 13P give you back the natural sound of life by tackling mild and moderate as well as severe to profound hearing loss.
Hear the sound of your own voice as nature intended.

Whether reading a book to a child, having a little chat with your neighbors, or looking at holiday pictures with friends - Signia’s Motion 13 lets you fully enjoy all of life’s wonderful moments.

It lets you perceive your own voice in perfect balance with your environment. This way, you can enjoy the most natural hearing experience and highest hearing performance, whether you’re relaxing with a good book or exploring the great outdoors with friends.

Hearing your own voice
Many hearing aid wearers do not like the sound of their own voice as it sounds loud and unnatural. As a world’s first, Signia’s Motion 13 solves this: Its OVP™ (Own Voice Processing) provides you with a natural sounding own voice combined with optimal hearing of all other sounds for the most pleasant, natural listening experience.

Speech in noise
Thanks to its Speech Quality, Motion 13 enables you to hear speech clearly in all situations through advanced noise suppression technologies. This makes it easier for you to understand your conversation partner in very noisy environments such as a restaurant or a conference.

Conversation while moving
The 3D Classifier of Motion 13 provides optimal hearing of your own voice and your acoustic environment even when moving – it automatically adjusts the settings based on the myControl App’s motion data.

Crystal clear sound
Motion 13’s Sound Clarity offers the most natural, lifelike sound in all environments.

Please note:
Features may vary depending on the configuration of the individual hearing aid. Your hearing care professional will be happy to assist you.
Enjoy direct streaming of phone calls, music, and TV.

Whether streaming phone calls, TV audio or music straight into your ears, Motion 13 from Signia keeps you connected to everything that’s important.

Via the myControl App*, you can stream audio from various sources directly into your hearing aids and control them remotely. All you need is a smartphone.

**Telephone**
Stream phone calls directly from your iPhone (and with StreamLine Mic from all smartphones) to your hearing aids for complete convenience.

**Music**
Listen to your favorite music streamed directly into your hearing aids from your Apple device (and with StreamLine Mic from any device with Bluetooth) for an outstanding sound experience.

**TV**
Stream audio from your television directly into your hearing aids with StreamLine TV.

**Remote control**
Change Motion 13’s settings remotely using the myControl App™.
More about Motion 13.

myHearing App.

Further facts and figures.

Optional Telecoil
The battery door of Signia’s Motion 13 can be equipped with a Telecoil. In places with an induction loop, this helps you understand speakers more clearly. Simply select the T-program wherever you see the sign on the left.

Colors
Motion 13’s range of natural colors are designed to match a variety of hair and skin tones. Available colors vary depending on the model.

Personal care, anywhere.

Your relaxed journey back to effortless hearing is even easier with the myHearing App* for your smartphone. It lets you familiarize yourself with your new hearing aids in as little time as possible. You can follow special listening exercises, consult the user guide and connect to your hearing care professional on the go.

* Compatible with Android and iOS. The apps are free of charge.

Find out more on myhearing.com or ask your hearing care professional for more information on Motion 13 hearing aids, useful accessories and the myHearing App.
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